
Characters D6 / MEL-22 (Phee Genoas Modified Power Droid)

Name: MEL-221

Date destroyed: 19 BBY (physical body)

Model: Power droid

Gender: Feminine programming

Sensor color: Black

Plating color: Yellow, Blue, White

DEXTERITY 1D

KNOWLEDGE 1D

        Languages: Binary 3D

MECHANICAL 1D

        Energize power cells 4D+1

PERCEPTION 1D

STRENGTH 1D

TECHNICAL 2D

        Machinery repair 3D, Repulsorlift repair 3D, Systems diagnosis 3D

Equipped With:

        -3 Video sensors, 2 Audio Sensors

        -Bipedal locomotion

        -Ultra-fine manipulator Arm (+1D to Technical skills)

        -System diagnosis package, with infrared receptor, sonar, scanner, Xray and spectrometer

equipment (+1D to system diagnosis)

        -Acoustic signaller (droid and computer languages; can not speak basic or other common

languages)

        -Liquid tibanna tank and pump

        -Liquid tibanna-powered generator

        -Databank

Move: 6

Force Sensitive: N

Force Points: 1

Dark Side Points: 0

Character Points: 2

Description: MEL-221 was a feminine programmed power droid owned by the pirate Phee Genoa who

accompanied her on various expeditions. In 19 BBY, Mel accompanied Genoa and Clone Force 99 on a

mission to Skara Nal in the Kaldar Trinary system. Mel's body was destroyed by the ancient walker Skara

Nal. This barely perturbed Genoa, who stated that she simply kept a back-up of MEL's memory bank and

could have it restored.



Biography

MEL-221 was a feminine programmed power droid owned by the pirate Phee Genoa. She traveled to too

many uncharted planets to count, so she had Mel keep track of the legends she tracked down over the

years. Mel was destroyed many times, so Genoa kept the droid's memory stored on her ship's data bank

and she would be rebuilt. In 19 BBY, Mel, Genoa, and Clone Force 99 were in Ciddarin Scaleback's

parlor in Ord Mantell City. Genoa had MEL scan a compass that "Wrecker" and Omega found at a

junkyard. The scan helped Genoa realize the compass was from long before their time and had

coordinates for the Kaldar Trinary system. Genoa and the clones decided to go to the system to find

possible treasure.

While en route to Skara Nal in the system on the Marauder, Genoa and and Omega used Mel as a foot

rest while they discussed the latter's adventures. Upon landing on the planet, Mel followed Genoa and

the clones into a mountain. After the group managed to open a doorway, Genoa ordered Mel to note the

coordinates and wait there. Mel later fled from falling debris caused by the ancient walker Skara Nal,

which was activated by Genoa removing the Heart of the Mountain from the walker. Mel was destroyed

by a blast from the Skara Nal's superlaser. After Genoa and Clone Force 99 disabled the walker, Omega

apologized to Genoa about losing Mel, though Genoa stated that Mel's memories were backed up and

she would be rebuilt before they headed to Vadnay.

Characteristics

Mel had yellow and blue plating and three black photoreceptors. She was was capable of making

beeping sounds and scanning objects by projecting a purple light. 
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